Input to QRC is the SSC draft Occupational Standard Documents of which Due Diligence has been completed by
NSDC

QRC Process Flow
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QRC Validation of QP
Level and Format

Identification of similarity between existing NOS and

Open for Review of
General Public for a month

Finalization and
Registration of NOS with
the National Body

What is the Process? QRC
will check the
appropriateness of level
of QP as per Level
Descriptors of NVQF.
Additionally the QRC will
check if the OS submitted
follows NOS Format and
Nomenclature Protocols.
Any observation will be
mutually corrected
between QRC and SSC.

What is the Process? This step is to look at the draft
OS document and establish whether the OS is unique,
or is similar to existing NOS. QRC will look at the
inventory of existing NOS and establish whether the
proposed OS is a variation of existing NOS, or a unique
OS. If the draft OS is unique, QRC will recommend it as
a new NOS. if it is similar to existing NOS, SSCs who are
owners of both NOS will discuss and revert to QRC on
a common format, integrating both versions.

When is it to be done?
The process will start after
the due diligence of NSDC
is done on the draft OS
Who does it? QRC
members
Process Owner: NSDC
Approving Body: QRC
Under Intimation:
Proposing SSC

the OS under QRC evaluation

If the SSCs feel that there is substantial variation in
both, draft OS will be suitably amended to represent
the variation. Post this process, proposing SSC will
present the draft OS to a quorum along with
Government nominees and seek a provisional
approval.
When is it to be done? This step is to taken once QRC
has done the check on the appropriateness of the QP
as per level descriptors of NVQF
Who does it? QRC with support from relevant SSCs
Process Owner: QRC Chairperson
Approving Body: QRC quorum along with Govt.
nominees
Under Intimation: Proposing SSC

What is the Process? Post
provisional approval of
QRC, NSDC and proposing
SSC will upload the draft
OS and QPs on their
websites for general public
viewing for a month

What is the Process?
Proposing SSC will take the
public feedback and
respond to them on
acceptance or rejection of
the suggestion under
intimation to QRC and
NSDC.

Who does it?

Post that, QRC will
promulgate of the NOS
and QP document and
submit it to the NSDC for
registration

NSDC on its website and
proposing SSC on its
website

When is it to be done?
SSC after getting public
feedback

Process Owner: NSDC and
proposing SSC

Who does it? NSDC

When is it to be done?
After getting provisional
approval from QRC

Under Intimation: QRC

Process Owner: NSDC
Approving Body: NSDC
and QRC
Under Intimation: All SSCs

